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AED COMPLETE KIT

Our AED Complete Kit is built around the Lifeline AED which is 
simple to use with a two button user interface, clear, calm voice 
prompts, brightly lit progress lights and actively illuminated 
status indicator. With a roomy handle and rubberized surfaces 
make it ideal for wet environments. The AED Complete Kit 
includes the AED, 5 year battery, 2 sets of adult pads, razor, 
trauma shears, CPR face shield, and a pair of gloves all packed in 
a SKB© waterproof hard case. When cardiac emergencies strike, 
be ready to save a life with our AED Complete Kit.

This kit comes complete with an 
AED and Jumbo D oxygen tank 
providing approximately 40 
minutes of emergency oxygen at 
15lpm. Packed in a SKB© roller case 
with foam padding, a hard plastic 
shell and a watertight seal, this kit 
is completely protected from any 
environment. With this kit you will 
feel con�dent you can handle any 
major life threatening medical 
emergencies you encounter, and at 
the same time ensure the best 
possible outcomes. We also carry 
white oxygen tanks to meet 
international guidelines.

AED & O2 KIT
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AED TRAINER KIT

AED TRAINER CONVERTER KIT

PLACEHOLDER TEXT------Our AED Complete Kit is built around the 
Lifeline AED which is simple to use with a two button user interface, 
clear, calm voice prompts, brightly lit progress lights and actively 
illuminated status indicator. With a roomy handle and rubberized 
surfaces make it ideal for wet environments. The AED Complete Kit 
includes the AED, 5 year battery, 2 sets of adult pads, razor, trauma 
shears, CPR face shield, and a pair of gloves all packed in a SKB© 
waterproof hard case. When cardiac emergencies strike, be ready to 
save a life with our AED Complete Kit.

PLACEHOLDER TEXT------Our AED Complete Kit is built around the 
Lifeline AED which is simple to use with a two button user interface, 
clear, calm voice prompts, brightly lit progress lights and actively 
illuminated status indicator. With a roomy handle and rubberized 
surfaces make it ideal for wet environments. The AED Complete Kit 
includes the AED, 5 year battery, 2 sets of adult pads, razor, trauma 
shears, CPR face shield, and a pair of gloves all packed in a SKB© 
waterproof hard case. When cardiac emergencies strike, be ready to 
save a life with our AED Complete Kit.
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